Abstract -A symbolic-based motion control method for wheeled mobile robots is put forward in this paper. Wheeled mobile robots, which are characterized by the nonholonomic constraints, are particularly difficult to control since real environment may be full of obstacles. Traditional methods have to resort to analysis and design at the level of individual sensors and actuators. As a result, the richness of the set of mappings from sensor to actuator signals constitutes a great challenge in determining a suitable control law to steer the wheeled mobile robot. In view of those considerations, a symbolic-based control method is presented, in which control procedures have a natural, linguistic flavor. In this method, different control procedures can be generated from a finite set composed of symbols which correspond to different control actions. It is obvious that this method allows one to design feedback control laws at the level of strings and primitives, rather than at the level of sensors and actuators. Simulation results show that the proposed method is effective for the control of wheeled mobile robots.
I. INTRODUCTION
For wheeled mobile robot, motion control tasks can be reduced to the posture stabilization and trajectory tracking problem. The posture stabilization problem is to stabilize the robot to a desired final posture starting from any initial posture. On the other hand, the tracking problem is to design a control law which makes a mobile robot follow a given trajectory. Recently, there have been many researches on the control of mobile robots. In [1] , the tracking problem was settled by using a linear control design method. In [2] and [3] , nonlinear control design method and dynamic feedback linearization method were adopted respectively. Samson presented a time-varying controller for posture stabilization by designing a virtual trajectory.
However, control methods mentioned above were designed based on a precise model of the system and the environment. Many of the available results are established on the basis of structural requirements that capture only a minority of interesting and realistic situations. Under such conditions, motion control is often made possible only by the most severe simplifications. To apply them, the precondition must be checked, i.e. whether the system in question fits in one of a variety of special classes. When such structure is not available, designing an appropriate feedback controller is often made difficult by technical challenges and by the richness of the set of mappings from sensor to actuator signals [4] . As a typical motion control system, robotic systems have two types communication port connecting with the environment. One is digital port though which robotic system receive control commands from the network. The other is the end-effector through which robotic systems interact with environment in the form of force and displacement [5] . As a result, robotic system should be studied under the banner of hybrid systems. Such systems are systems that are influenced and characterized by models with both discrete and continuous components [6] .
Along this line there have been many interesting works. Brockett [7] , [8] introduced motion description language (MDL), which was used in computer controlled devices which interact with their environment. MDL was later extended to MDLe, or extended MDL in [9] , [10] . In [11] , the concept of maneuver was presented, which was used to control systems with symmetry. The common feature of these works is that control commands take the form of symbols, the controller needs only to issue symbolic commands to obtain a useful trajectory rather than steering the robot all the time. What makes the symbolic-based method different from the traditional one is that they address questions at the higher level, i.e. at the level of symbols [6] . Under this circumstance, motion control can be reduced to the generation of symbolic commands to a control system based on information about its current state, desired state and the environment it is operating in [9] . The symbolic-based control can allow lengthy commands to be shortened and frequently used sets of commands to be condensed to short symbols. Furthermore, the symbolic-based control method can reduce the required communication bandwidth of a system. One simple command could substitute for a series of frequently performed commands. As a result, this is particularly interesting in network based control system.
In this paper, we explore the use of symbolic-based control method for steering a wheeled mobile robot between two locations in a constrained environment. Particularly, a novel motion description language model is presented based on the event-based motion planning and control theory. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, the framework for symbolic-based motion control is described. The symbolic-based control method for wheeled mobile robot is addressed in detail in section III. Section IV presents simulation results which illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. Conclusions and future works are summarized in section V.
II. FRAMEWORK FOR SYMBOLIC-BASED MOTION CONTROL METHOD
This section goes into details about the framework for symbolic-based control approach and the tailored motion description language model.
A. Framework for Symbolic-based Control Method
To obtain higher levels of autonomy for robotic systems, it is obvious that the hierarchical control frameworks are required. The symbolic-based control framework is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The planner represents the highest end of the framework where control programs are constructed based on the MDL alphabet. Control programs take the form of symbol strings that represent idealized motions. During the process of execution, motion atoms are selected dynamically based on i δ function in motion atoms. The advantage of this scheme is that movement from one atom to any other atom on the symbol strings is allowed, rather than constraining it to the atom following it in traditional MDL model. The lowest level is the kinematic state machine which is used to describe the robotic system. A kinematic state machine can be described as a quintuple [12] ( )
where U is the input space, X and Y represent the state space and output space respectively, G is a matrix whose entries depend on x , and :
h X Y → transforms input space to output space. In this framework the robot can be described as
where u , x , y and v are vector-valued functions of time, h and k are maps between vector spaces. Since motion commands are abstract symbols, the interpreter in Fig. 1 takes the role of accepting motion atoms at a lower frequency and executing it at a higher, fixed frequency. It is obvious that as long as the robot is equipped with an MDL interpreter, a single motion program can be executed on robots with different hardware [7] .
B. Motion Description Language Based on Event-based Planning and Control Theory
In traditional motion description model, motion programs take the form of motion atom strings. When executed, motion atoms in the symbol string will be selected one after another and there is no skipping on atom string. As a result, this leads to great inflexibility. When the condition to execute a particular atom string is not satisfied, atoms left will be discarded and planning should be made once again. In view of these factors, motion atom is defined as a triple ( ) , ,
u is an open-loop component which is used to express the ideal behavior of robotic systems.
i k is closed-loop component which is used to specify how robotic systems should use its output data to react to uncertainties in its environment. i δ is referred to as event function, :
The function i δ in atom ( ) 
III. MOTION PROGRAM DEFINITION FOR WHEELED MOBILE ROBOT
In this section, the control problem for wheeled mobile robot between two locations is to be considered. Suppose that the robot is constrained in a circle whose radius is r and will be controlled to move to the origin while its attitude angle should be β in the end. The wheeled mobile robot described in Fig. 2 is considered as a kinematic state machine which is governed by differential equations of the form ( ) cos sin tan . 
, : sin tan cos sin , 
For the control law given in (4), we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Consider the robotic system given in (3), control law (4) can be used to stabilize the robot to a straight line with attitude angle β . The derivative of (6) is given by This means the control law (4) can be used to stabilize system (3) to the straight line with attitude angle β .
, ,δ u k is used to stabilize the wheeled mobile robot (3) to the given line while its linear velocity satisfies 0
, ,δ u k are defined as follows ( )
, : 
C. Atom ( )
, ,δ u k is used to stabilize the wheeled mobile robot (3) to the origin along the given line with attitude angle β . Parameters in atom ( )
, ,δ u k are defined as follows
,
where 3 k is a positive scalar value, ( ) sign ⋅ is sign function. 3 :
is an integer-valued function and is used to specify which atom is to be executed in the next control period ( )
According to atoms defined above, the motion alphabet used to control the wheeled mobile robot can be obtained ( ) }   1  1  1  2  2  2  3  3  3 , , ,
Given alphabet ∑ , * ∑ , which is used to denote the set of strings of finite length over ∑ , can be obtained. A kind of language L which can be used to stabilize the mobile robot is a subset of π .
Related parameters are set as follows: Fig. 3 gives the trajectory while the mobile robot converges to the origin. Fig. 4 presents control input v and γ . Fig. 5 represents the state variable x , y and θ . In the interpreter, two variables are adopted to record execution of the control program, one is to specify which atom is executed at a particular time spot, the other is used to record how many times an atom is executed. Plots for these two variables are described in Fig. 6 and 7 respectively. From these figures, it is obvious that an atom string containing only three motion atoms can be used to control the wheeled mobile robot to move from initial posture to the desired posture. The particular string is ( ) ( ) ( ) 1  1  1  2  2  2  3  3  3 , , ,
However, the atom sequence executed is ( ) 1  1  2  2  2  1  1  1  2  2  2  3  3  3 , , ,
The reduction in string length should mainly own to the introduction of event function i δ .
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The task of steering the wheeled mobile robot between two locations is accomplished using a symbolic-based controller that transmits discrete symbol commands rather than continuous or discrete time actuator signals. Of particular importance is that a novel motion description language model is presented based on event-based motion planning and control theory. The introduction of event function i δ reduces the control data transmitted between the planner and the robot. Simulation result confirmed that the symbolic-based control method can reduce the complexity of robot control greatly. This is of key importance for network based control systems, since the communication channel may be unreliable. It is better to send high-level commands other than detailed analog command, due to the time delay and the limited channel capacity. The symbolic-based control method provide a suitable solution to this situation.
